
Eric the Viking – a restoration in many parts – December 2021 

Spend since last report: £294. Total hours labour since last report: 12.2 

What is the key upside of our camper vans over motorhomes? The Type 2, from the first split screen, 
the Bay, the T25/T3/Wedge/Brick, T4, T5 and even the T6. They can all be driven on a car licence, 
because they are all small enough to be about the same footprint as a standard car. No need for special 
car parking spaces. 

What is the key downside of our little camper vans over motorhomes? Space inside. 

Have you ever been a little frustrated at permanently having to move things around? Or finding that 
the cupboard or drawer has something in front of it or on top? Trying to navigate the tiny floor space 
past a loved one? 

In general, across all models that are termed the Type 2, we have a similar layout. Seating at the front, 
sometimes that swivels, a seat towards the rear and maybe boot space behind that. In between all of 
that is about 5 feet or 1.5 metres each way of floor for the living quarters. That gives you maybe a 
buddy seat, the sink, the fridge, the cooker, the toilet. Perhaps the removable dining table on a pole, 
or a cupboard but not much else as there simply is not the room. 

 

During an evening conversation with a T5 owning friends, he mused that it would be great if our little 
vans had a sliding side like the huge expensive motorhomes and so an idea was planted. Fast forward 
several months, a lot of thinking and some hours experimenting in the garage. The non-sliding door 
panel can be seen in some models as a traditional sliding door, sliding backwards and called a double 
slider. Therefore, Volkswagen are happy that this does not impact the strength of the vehicle and that 



is good enough for me. As noted in the last write up, Eric's non sliding panel has seen some accident 
damage and the repair was not great by me a few years ago and was removed. With that composite 
side panel and sill gone, I added a new outer sill. 

Some extra heavy duty 
kitchen drawer runners were 
purchased and the original 
idea of two runners and two 
roller bearings has now 
become four runners at the 
bottom and two at the top. 
These runners will slide the 
external panel of the vehicle 
including the middle window 
out from the van. To make it 
secure and weatherproof, 
new steel will be added to 
form the floor on top of the 
runners, sides of the 
structure and a roof. The 
entire unit will be on an 

electric ram and the entire kitchen will be in there. 

In summary, the floor space taken up by the fridge, hob, sink and associated cupboards will move 
away from the van giving back all of that floor to the inside. In addition, with easy access below the 
sink, the water bottle can then live outside giving more cupboard space inside as well. 

An item called a linear actuator was ordered, which is the gas ram that pushes and pulls. Not expensive 
and then I also got the controller for it... Effectively an in button and an out button and it stops at any 
point along the way. Sheet steel picked up from the local ironmongery is hopefully big enough and the 
project started. 

The two outermost runners are 
within an inch of the B post and 
C post to give strength at the 
edges. Then a further pair on 
the van floor between those 
runners but only six inches 
apart which means that one is 
just under the other side of the 
fridge and the other is just 
under the corresponding place 
for the other cupboard. Under 
the centre of the whole unit will 
be this actuator to push and pull 
everything. The slide out tray 
then received a little box to hold 
the worm screw of the actuator 
plus the whole tray had some 
strengthening lines pressed into it and the sides folded up to attach to the pod sides in due course. 



Now we have a working plan. A tray sits on runners and slides out of the van. Attached to that is the 
outer wall of the van complete with the window. Attached to both of those are vertical sides either 
side of the window and the whole thing has a roof that will be inclined not flat, to help water run off. 

The tray is the easy piece. Finding exactly where it does against the outer wall when the outer wall is 
not fitted is a little trickier.  

 

Trying to shape the sides as the outer wall is not flat is quite fun, and the sides need a 90 degree flare 
to attach to the outer panel as well. After much wasted time, I finally made a template from wood of 
the inside wall and transferred that to the flat sheet steel.  

Having four runners means that to get them working they need to be perfectly parallel for the tray to 
sit on them. Lots of adjustments there, plus making brackets to attach them to the floor and the tray 
plus clearance for everything to move. 

It is not finished by a long way, but the kitchen takes up around five square feet (3.5 feet by 1.5 feet) 
or half a square metre (1 metre by 0.5 metres). When your floor space is about 25 square feet / 2.25 
square metres, you can potentially gain 25%. That's a lot of floor space. 

Next time, I hope to be able to report that the majority of the box is built. Courtesy of eBay, I have an 
inexpensive fridge already, and I managed to get a three ring new cooker with glass lid as well for a 
great price too. "All" that I need now is to assemble it all and hope that it glides in and out! 

 


